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PREPARING for INDEPTH MEDITATION 

I. “THE BREATH IS THE LIFE and SOUNDING FORTH “THE SACRED WORD, OM” 

◊ From the constellation Scorpio, through the Heart of the Sun, breathe in conscious "Breaths of 

Life" (pouring through all the Centers).  Sound forth the sacred word, OM … coming into the 

peaceful Presence of the Soul. 

◊  With the next “Breath of Life", on the out-breath and with conscious intent, AUDIBLY sound 

forth the Sacred Word, OM … sensing the dissolution and release of atoms of lesser vibration. 

◊ With the next conscious "Breath of Life", reach deep into the Heart of the Sun, and with 

intense spiritual aspiration SILENTLY sound forth the Sacred Word, drawing in atoms of 

higher vibration.  Pause.   

Sense the new life pouring through you … lifting and heightening your vibration … Allow every 

conscious breath be a deeper and truer entry into the Soul field of the True Soul and 

contact with Reality. 

... continue with ... 

II. CONTACTING THE ANGEL OF THE 8TH LIGHT IN THE CROWN CENTER 

◊ Continuing with the "Breath of Life", bring your awareness into the radiant twelve-petaled 

“Heart in the Head” of the Crown Center above the head … sound forth a SILENT OM. 

◊  Come into resonance with the energy of the 8th petal. Pause. In the moments that follow, 

breathe into the joyous presence of the Angel of Scorpio governing the 8th petal – it’s supreme 

Intelligence, loving Presence, and specialized Powers.  Pause. 

◊  With a breath of life, silently sound forth the Sacred Word … sensing the energy contacted 

flowing down through the central spinal column—gently cleansing, heightening and 

infusing the etheric centers of the body with the adjusting frequencies prescribed by the 

Angel… Direct the energy to flow on down and out through the chakras in the bottom of the 

feet "blessing the earth upon which we walk".  Pause.  Sense a corresponding arc of energy re-

ascending, completing the circulatory flow returning to the 8th petal in the Crown. 

◊  Once again, sound forth a SILENT OM visualizing the energies passing down through the 

central spinal column — infusing the Centers — pausing briefly at the Ajna center (in the 

forehead) ... the Throat ... and the Heart ... continuing through the remaining Centers and into 

the earth … follow the re-ascending arc of energy ‘returning from whence it came’. 
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... continuing with … 

III.  THE SOUL STAR GROUP – Group Soul Infusion 

 

◊  Let us now see ourselves standing inside a large circle of Souls, gathered and gathering, the 

Participating Souls of the Soul Star Group gathered for meditation and Soul work during this 

full moon period.  Seeing each soul as a radiant sphere of love and light, together we form one 

magnanimous sphere of Light and Love.  Pause.   

In one simultaneous movement, extend a ray of love and light from your heart and mind to 

all hearts and minds herein gathered.  Sound a sacred OM.  

 

◊ With a “breath of life”, silently sound forth the Sacred Word, OM … sense its vibration 

flowing through the group Soul, heightening everyone with its pure energy.  Pause.   

Allow your subtle vision to open … see revealed a radiant, lighted field of all-encompassing 

Love and Power that is the Presence of the Great Ones – that “great potency of the inner 

Groups”.  Sound a silent OM in the presence of the great Ashram of the Christ …sealing in 

this vibration ….completing the Preparation Phase. 

◊  In the center of the group circle 

stands the Christ, symbolized by the 

five-pointed Star of the Christ.   

Sense the Heart of Love emanating 

from the Christ ... infusing and 

magnifying all participating Souls 

herein gathered in the radiant and 

protective sphere of Christ’s Love. 
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IV. DAY ONE CONTEMPLATION and Diamond Soul Practices 

◊  With the ‘Breath of Life” light a “living light” in your mind, and attune once again with the 

Angel and energy of Scorpio.  In this light we will work with the following Contemplations. 

 

The Light of Scorpio reaches us flowing through the Heart of the Sun, first through the 

transmitting planets of Pluto – bringing to surface in the light of day that which needs to be 

transformed; through Mars – Courage and Devotion to Higher Ideals; and Mercury – Spiritual 

Vision and Illumination.  These energies continue flowing through the Center where the Will of 

God Is Known – Shamballa, through the Christ and the Spiritual Hierarchy where the Love of 

God is known, into the Human Kingdom and our hearts and minds. 

“Scorpio—The Light of Day. This is the place where three lights meet—the light of 

form, the light of the soul, and the light of life . They meet; they blend; they rise.”  [EA, 

208] 

“The keynote of Scorpio ... is triumph.” 

◊ Let us begin with “the end in mind”. Let us first enter the field where the Light of Day is 

triumphant.  This Light ‘lights up’ the form—the personality, the Light of the Soul, and the Light 

of Life coursing through you like a great river.  Use the “Breath of life” to bring yourself into the 

Light of Day.  Pause. 

Now, the great work begins ... 

Once the disciple has made the firm decision in Libra to move forward on the path of 

accelerated evolution, s/he faces the tests and trials of Scorpio to develop and prove the 

fitness of the personality (comprised of the three vehicles: physical, emotional/astral and 

mental of the personality).  This is necessary so that the Personality can withstand, receive 

and integrate the higher energies of the Soul – to gain illumination in Scorpio, an inspired 

vision in Sagittarius, and rising to ascend the mountain in Capricorn! 
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Introducing the Tests of Scorpio:  The Test of Appetite 

The Three Tests in Scorpio “concern the three aspects of the human being as they fuse and 

blend upon the physical plane”.  

“When these faults are realized and are overcome, the result is twofold: the establishing of 

right relations with the soul and also with the environment  [our relationships with each 

other, our groups and nations and all the kingdoms of nature] . These two results are the goal 

of all tests in Scorpio.” [EA, 206] 

 

“These tests and trials are ever self-initiated; the disciple puts himself into the positive or 

conditioning environment wherein the trials and the discipline are unavoidable and inevitable. 

When the mind has reached a relatively high stage of development, the memory aspect is 

evoked in a new and conscious manner and then every latent pre-disposition, every racial and 

national instinct, every unconquered situation and every controlling fault rises to the surface of 

consciousness and then—the fight is on. The keynote of Scorpio is, however, Triumph.”  (EA, 

207/8) 

We have in these categories what must be tested and proved to be non-existent, meaning the 

vehicles are completely cleansed of lower ego tendencies and are infused by the Soul.  Nothing 

remains that would obstruct the free flowing energy of the Soul. 

 

DAY ONE:  THE TESTS and TRIALS of APPETITE 

They are, first of all, the test of appetite. This appetite is the natural predilections and 

tendencies which are inherent in the animal nature and these are mainly three: Sex, 

physical comfort, and money as concretized energy. … ”  EA, 205   

Tests in this category are of the animal nature and must have human will or mind brought 

to them which are not present in pure animal instinct. 

1. Sex— is the relation of the pairs of opposites. These can be selfishly utilized [for personal 

pleasure or relief] or divinely blended [for higher union and expression such as “from pro-creation to 

co-creation”]. 

Remember that the test of sex of the physical body is deeply instinctual and very strong 

due to the powerful drives and forces for the preservation and perpetuation of the species. 

The mind must be brought to bear on these powerful forces to bring a balance to the 

necessity of the preservation of the species and the beauty of divine union. 

Notice if anything comes to mind (to place ‘on trial’ for our work below). 
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2. Physical comfort—life conditions, selfishly appropriated. 

Every animal and human form needs protection from the elements to survive and a level of 

basic comfort for rest and rejuvenation.  Appropriation beyond real or cultured needs is seen 

rampant today as a result of modern day materialism. The barrage of consumptive advertising 

results in temptations to buy and spend mindlessly, creating conditions for addictive 

accumulation.   

Notice if anything comes to mind (to place ‘on trial’ for our work below). 

3. Money—selfishly cornered. 

Money is a medium of exchange created by society to facilitate the exchange of needed goods 

and services. Money selfishly cornered is that which has been appropriated for selfish 

satisfaction, comfort, fear of loss - holding, hoarding or accumulating money and not placing it 

into circulation; not sharing money to benefit the greater whole, supporting projects for the 

greater good, or plans of the spiritual Hierarchy; the misuse or misspending of money on false 

non-essentials; money illegally gained or tainted. 

Notice if anything comes to mind (to place ‘on trial’ for our work below). 

 

ʘ 

TODAY’S PRACTICE for the Test of Appetite:  

You, a Soul-infusing personality will put on “trial” that which would not stand true in the 

light and love of the Soul and therefore should be redeemed.  

In the light of Consciousness (of awareness), these “tests” are calling to be transformed, 

transmuted, dissipated, dissolved, and/or redeemed.    

We scientifically “put a test of appetite on trial”—in the same way a surgeon finds a broken 

bone or diseased tissue, or a gardener finds unwanted pests eating away at healthy greens.  This 

is done with no self-condemnation, shame or guilt, but through an appreciative lens of keen 

interest to bring it into the light and love of the Soul to transform, redeem, release, forgive or 

heal.  Each “test of appetite put on trial” leads to Triumphal overcoming and eventual mastery 

of the Soul-Self over the lesser self. 

The Soul is Consciousness.  As the Soul’s inherent powers of Light and Love are carried 

into the field of our limitations, there is an immediate lessening of their grip and 

dissipation of their strength.  

• Identify a particular “Test of Appetite” to put on “trial” by observing (in light of 

what was read above) what carries a charge, a trigger, evokes a response, or is brought to 

mind or memory.  Give it a name.  
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• Having chosen a test to put on “trial”, LIFT it up into the Light of Day – the 

Light and Love of the Soul.  

  

You will see more clearly now, and can observe from the Soul’s broader and more 

encompassing, and compassionate perspective.  What do you now see and 

understand? 

 

• See how this test (limitation) has prevented fuller Soul infusion of the 

personality—how it impedes and slows down forward movement on the path of 

Discipleship—how it narrows or prevents your growing loving, understanding and 

service of the Plan. 

• Summon the courage (Scorpio working through the strength of Mars) to face the 

test and put it on trial—to articulate it, talk about it and seek to understand it.  Call 

on the spiritual Idealism of Mars and see the limitation in the light of your higher 

ideals.  What now comes to mind?  

 

• Realizing that all limitations are temporary, summon spiritual Vision (the Soul 

working in Scorpio through Mercury).  Spiritual vision reveals both the limitation 

seen in the light of the whole and the potential that stands behind it—the possible.   

 

• Ask, what potential, jewel or more of you wants to come forth as triumph over 

this limitation no longer limiting your soul-life expression.  Ask, what would my 

life look like, or be, without this limitation?  What would emerge in its place if this 

limitation were removed or overcome?   Give energy to that now.  

  

• Remember prior successes.  Victory marks the triumph of the Soul over the 

personality.  Remembering victories gives confidence to speed forward on the path.  

Build on these, use them.  Celebrate all victories.  These are movements into 

freedom that we can ride on. 

 

• Having worked with and put some physical appetite limitations on “trial”, as 

you now stand in the fuller Light of Day – the Light of the Soul, what is present 

now?  What do you sense has changed?   

Feel, notice, sense, observe the release of living energy flowing through you now.    

ʘ 
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CLOSE: 

 

Give thanks for the assistance of the Angel of Scorpio governing the inner 8th petal.   

 

Sense the strength of the presence of the Soul Star Group.   

 

Sound a Silent Om sealing in your new vibration. 

 

CLOSE with the following Mantram and the Great Invocation: 

 

“May the energy of the divine Self inspire me, 

And the light of the Soul direct. 

May I be led from darkness to Light, 

From the unreal to the Real, 

From death to Immortality.” 
 

(DNA-I, 306) 

 

ʘ 

THE GREAT INVOCATION 
 

From the point of Light within the Mind of God  

Let light stream forth into the minds of men  

[Let Light stream forth into human minds] 
 

Let Light descend on Earth. 

◊ 

From the point of Love within the Heart of God  

Let love stream forth into the hearts of men  

[Let love stream forth into human hearts] 
 

May Christ return to Earth 

[May the Coming One return to Earth] 

 
◊ 

From the center where the Will of God is known  
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Let purpose guide the little wills of men 

[Let purpose guide all ‘human will’] 

 

The purpose which the Masters know and serve. 

 
◊ 

 

From the center which we call the race of men 

[From the center which we call the human race] 

Let the Plan of Love and Light work out 

And may it seal the door where evil dwells. 

 
◊ 
 

Let Light and Love and Power restore the Plan on Earth  

 

◊ 

Sound forth a sacred Om (embodying and distributing the Light of God) 

Sound forth a sacred Om (embodying and distributing the Love of God) 

Sound forth a sacred Om (embodying and distributing the Will and Purpose of God) 

◊ 

— And Help Us To Do Our Part — 

 

ʘ 

 

 

 

 


